Abstract-To overcome the defects of common used algorithms based on model for abnormal speech recognition, which existed insufficient training data and difficult to fit each type of abnormal characters, an abnormal speech detection method based on GMM-UBM was proposed in this paper. For compensating the defects of methods based on model which difficult to deal with the diversification speech. Firstly, many normal utterances and unknowing type abnormal utterances came from different speaker, were used to train the GMM-UBM for normal speech and abnormal speech, respectively; secondly, the GMM-UBM obtained by training normal speech and abnormal speech were used to s core for these testing utterances. From the results show that compared with GMM and GMM-SVM methods under 24 Gaussians and the ratio of training speech and testing is 6:4, the correct classification ratio of this proposed have 6.1% and 4.4% improvement, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The issue of speaker recognition has been attracting more and more attention over 40 years in areas of information security and speech signal processing [1] [2] [3] [4] . Speaker recognition is a procedure the employs the comparison of an input voice sample with predetermined voices in order to select the one that most closely corresponds to the input voice sample, thus enabling the establishing of an unknown speaker from a group of several speakers. Just like other pattern recognition tasks, speaker verification typically involves three common steps, feature extraction, speaker modeling, and a classification decision. Up today, many speaker recognition systems are developed and can achieve very high accuracy, when the background noise and the speakers' emotion can be controlled or the speaker's vocal organs worked well [5] [6] [7] . But unfortunately, most of speaker recognition systems can not be widely used in the application market, because of their performance declined sharply when they faced the complex background noise and abnormal utterance [8, 9] . Recently, In order to improve the performance of most signal processing algorithms for these kinds abnormal speech, many scholars have do their best to abnormal speech signal processing related research, and make it to be a hot and promising research area [10, 11] .
Wright air laboratories of U.S air force and Armstrong medical laboratory were carry out the robust speech recognition research for the fighter utterances [12, 13] , from research results show that when under the condition of G-Force, the pilot's head had a great influence on the performance of speech recognition algorithms. Professor Picard put forward the emotional calculation firstly and then many scientific researchers devoted into the emotional research, and got some progress on the speech emotion recognition [14, 15] . In recent years, many illegal molecules, using false voice to crime, and so, this kind of false voice were known as disguised voice [16, 17] . With the deepening of the research on disguise voice [18] , disguise voices were divided into the following two types: 1) disguise voice identification with not rely on a given electronic equipment; 2) disguise voice recognition rely on the electronic equipment. Philip Rose etc, committed to disguise voice forensic research [19, 20] , also provoked a forensic phonetics research upsurge in the speech signal processing world [21, 22] .
In Medical engineering, this kind of abnormal voices, caused by the speaker pronunciation organ lesions, named as pathological voice, which also belongs to abnormal speech. Currently, most researches about abnormal speech were focused on biomedical engineering, aiming to detect the pathological speech from normal speech, in the other words, in order to find lesions in the vocal organs early through analysis the speech quality [23] [24] [25] . Recently, pathological voice detection and tracking have achieved fast development; some pathological voice detection methods were published. These methods for pathological voices detection can be divided into the following two types mainly; 1) pathological voice detection methods based on perturbation [26] , such as Absolute Jitter (AJ), Relative Average Perturbation (RAP), Amplitude Perturbation (AP), Shimmer Percent, Absolute Shimmer (AS), etc; 2) detection methods based on noise, such as Harmonics to Noise Ratio (HNR) [27] , Normalized Noise Energy (NNE), Glottal to Noise Excitation Ratio (GNER) [28] , Sub-Harmonic to Noise Ratio (SHNR), etc.
However, when pronounced the voiceless consonants continuous speech under organs pathological, it made the glottis can not open or close well, and then which will produce the hoarse voice that affecting the accurate for extract disturbance parameters and noise parameters.
In order to overcome the defects of the above two kinds of algorithm to capture the fundamental frequency and hoarse noise under the condition of lesions hardly, many algorithms based model were reported. Such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and GMM-Support Vector Machine (SVM) [23] . However, this kind of algorithm which existed insufficient data for training model and difficult to fit many types of lesions defect.
To make up for the shortcomings of model-based algorithm, an abnormal speech detection algorithm based on GMM-UBM was proposed in this paper. Aim to overcome the insufficient training data and to descript the commonness of different kind of abnormal voice, kinds of abnormal voices were used to train a GMM-UBM, This can avoid the defect that a single type abnormal voice made. In this paper, text-independent continuous speech of pathological was the mainly research object, such as cold speech. Compared with lesions monophthong, these text-independent continuous speech have more complicated hoarse noise in pronunciation phase, so, it is easy to be user acceptance and has more valuables for do some researching.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief overview of GMM and GMM-UBM training method is presented. The experiment data and experiment results analysis were introduced in the Section III. Conclusion and future work are presented in Section IV.
II. GMM-UBM
GMM-UBM is the abbreviation of Gaussian mixture model-universal background model, it proposed by Reynolds originally and used in speaker recognition field [29, 30] , aiming to overcome the defects of GMM that mismatch of channel between speaker model and testing speech and background noise [31] , especial under the background noise, the matching degree of test utterance and model is very poorer. It was firstly used in speaker recognition system to train and obtain the speakerindependent model. However, in this paper, we attempts use it in abnormal voice detection system. GMM-UBM was regarded as the abnormal continuous textindependent speech model, which can obtain by training kinds of abnormal utterances. The training and recognition system is shown in Figure 1 . 
A. GMM Introduction
Any an M order Gaussian mixture model, its possibility density function can be obtained through summing the M Gaussian probability density function with weighted, which can be expressed as the following equation:
where X is an D dimension random vector, and
is the mixed weight of () it bX . Each sub-distribution is the joint Gaussian possibility density distribution of D dimension random vector, which can be expressed as: And then a complete Gaussian mixture model can be composed of mean vector, covariance matrix and mixed weights, and which can be showed as the following equation:
However, some literatures reports that a GMM can be abbreviated as the following equation:
Therefore, for a given time series { }, 1, 2, ,
, whose degree of logarithmic likelihood in the GMM model matching can be defined as:
To obtain a good GMM, a sufficient set of training data used to train the GMM. The entirely model training process was a supervision and the optimization of the process. And some criterions used to determine the model parameters. The common used criteria for determine the model parameters was the Maximum Likelihood (Maximum Likelihood, ML) criterion. For a length of T training vector sequence, such as 12 { , , , } T X X X X  , the likelihood of GMM can be expressed as the following equation:
From formula (7) shows that the equation was a nonlinear function of the parameter  , and it's more difficult to directly find out its maximum. Therefore, the Exception Maximum (Exception Maximum, EM)
calculating is often used to estimate model parameter  of the GMM. Maximum Likelihood criterion requires the model description must approximate the distribution of training data set extremely, Optimal parameters of M order GMM model with ML criterion satisfies the following formula:
Therefore, the larger training data set is, the more they can truly describe the speaker's feature distribution, and the closer for the GMM to fit the real distribution of the speaker's features, resulting that the higher speaker recognition ration for the speaker recognition system. The following figure is the fitting curve of Gaussian function under the same Gaussian. 
where () p  is the possibility of the model  , () t px represents the probability of t x that maybe occur. And in general, the probability () p  is a constant; the probability () t px isn't related with the parameter estimation of the model  . Therefore, maximized probability of ( | )
However, the observation vector t x is uncertain data; in other words, it's difficult to known that the time series t x came from which Gaussian components of a given GMM. The step E of EM algorithm used to obtain the expectation when the number of Gaussian M is at the maximizing. Through continuous E, M iteration, the estimated value of model parameter can be obtained well.
In the model training period, assuming that the mixture degree of GMM was M 0 
The kth Gaussian mean
where ( | , ) t p k x  is the posterior probability kth Gaussian .
B. UBM Building
In this proposed, the Bayesian adaptive algorithm was used to train the GMM-UBM. Firstly, GMM-UBM for abnormal speech and normal speech obtained respectively, through training a lot of independent-text abnormal voices and normal voices from different speakers. Bayesian adaptive method is mainly used to solve the performance of speech recognition system dropped sharply, which were caused by the model mismatch in speech recognition processing and the lack of training speech data. And even in the case of mass training speech data, it can quickly and effectively obtain the speech GMM-UBM.
Assuming, a given UBM and the training speech vector of the model
. Firstly, we can confirm the probability distributions of the training speech vector in the UBM. The Calculation method for the probability distribution of train speech vector is given as following equation:
And then, ˆ( ) (1 ) 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this paper, the utterances which came from a cold speaker regarded as the mainly research object, Due to the cold severity of the speaker were different, the voice quality from them were different also. In this proposed, we only regarded all the cold voice as abnormal voice, all speaker voice not in the cold case regarded as normal speech. All about the details of the abnormal speech database design and construction please to refer to the literature [33] .
In the following, the experiment setup and results analysis were discussed and analysis.
A. Experimental Setup
450 normal utterances from 9 speakers (50 for each speaker) and 910 abnormal utterances from 13 speakers (70 for each speaker) selected from the PANSD [33] as the experimental speech data for this paper. In the experiment, all the experiment data were divided into two types; 1) training speech data, selected from each speaker, average; 2) testing speech data, come from each speaker by average. The whole experiment in this paper, carried out according to the following four schemes, the number of abnormal utterances and normal utterances about training and testing for each experiment scheme was given in the following table I.
All the experimental data was mono channel WAV format, Cooledit Pro2.0 used to adjust the sampling rate to 16 kHz, the quantitative accuracy was 16 bits. The duration of all experiment utterances data is between 3s and 5s, and with removed the entire silence component by artificial processing. Non-silence segment is firstly divided into frames of 32ms with 50% overlap, and 26 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are extracted for each frame. 8, 16 and 24 Gaussian mixture degrees were used to train GMM and GMM-UBM for abnormal utterances and normal utterances, respectively. The kernel function of SVM in GMM-SVM algorithm, which mentioned in this paper, is radial basis kernel function.
In order to analysis and estimate the performance of all the abnormal detection algorithms mentioned in this paper well, regarded the voice from cold speaker as abnormal speech or pathological speech, the voice from well speaker as normal speech. Classification Correct Ratio (CCR) used to estimate the performance all kinds of algorithms mentioned in this paper, 
B. Results Analysis
In the Experimental setup section of this paper, all the experiment data were divided into two parts. Firstly, all the training speech were used to obtain the speech model of abnormal utterance and normal utterance for those algorithms that mentioned in this paper; and then the testing speech used to detect the ability of distinguish between normal voice and abnormal voice for the mentioned algorithms. The CCR, r P and r N of all the mentioned algorithms were given in the table II as the following:
From the Table II shows that compared with the mentioned method of GMM and GMM-SVM under the same number of Gaussian, the CCR of this proposed algorithm, in any case of the experimental scheme, was improved. Especially, the improvement of CCR of GMM-UBM was 6.1% and 4.4% under the scheme4 with 24 Gaussians. Knowing from the Table II, at the same time, the recognition ratio of normal utterance was higher than that of abnormal utterance. Nevertheless the gap of this proposed between recognition ratio for abnormal utterance and that of normal utterance was min. Because of these methods which based on GMM can not describe the characteristics changes of all the kinds of abnormal utterance effectively. However, in all the experiment Training 135  273  180  364  225  455  270  546  315  637  Testing  315  637  270  546  225  455  180  364  135  273   TABLE II.  PERFORMACE OF schemes the training speech was composed of many unknown kinds of abnormal utterance, such as adenopharyngitis utterance, pharyngitis utterance, cute rhinitis and so. And caused by different factors, the voice characteristics of the change is not the same, which can affect the performance of those methods based on GMM.
In order to analysis the performance of this proposed algorithm efficiently, the experiment scheme mentioned above was used to the SHR algorithm, and the results were given as the following Table III . From the Table III shows the CCR of SHR algorithm is only 57.6%, compared with that of this proposed, has 18.4% dropped under the experiment scheme4. Because when the speaker pronounced the unknown continuous speech, the glottis can not close well in voiceless consonant period, and the glottis can not open well in resonance period, especially under the condition of pronunciation organs can't work well. However, due to the glottis can not work well, many hoarse noise were made in the speaker utterance which made the SHR method difficult to extract the harmonic component of abnormal utterance.
Although, the CCR can be improved with its number of Gaussians increasing, however the time price of the system for training the model and testing was very huge, which can not be accepted by the online detection system. The specific time price for training and testing were given as the following figures. Figure 4 shows the training time of a given training speech that its duration between 20s and 33s. And figure5 shows the testing time of a given testing speech with its duration between 2s and 3 s.
From the Table II and Table III also shows that there were long ways to go in the continuous speech abnormal detection still. Many researchers worked in the speech signal processing and throat disease diagnosis will do them best to work hard in the abnormal speech detection.
As Table II shows that the CCR of the mentioned for abnormal and normal speech is lower than that of their which published in recently literatures. Continuous speech is one of the best factors, resulting in the CCR decline sharp. However, few research report were found in recently published literatures, so only using the experimental results shows in Table II to conclude that this proposed algorithm has the advantages of performance for abnormal speech detection, which are not enough.
In order to further analysis the performance of the mentioned algorithm for abnormal monophthongs speech detection published in recently literature [34] . 50 abnormal monophthongs, composed of |a| and |o| (the number of |a| is 30) selected from PANSD, and 50 normal monophthongs, consisted of |a| and |o| (the number of |a| is 35) selected from PANSD, were used to the experiment. And the duration of each experiment speech data is between 1s and 2s with removed the unvoiced component by manual.
Under the monophthongs, the performance of mentioned algorithms in this paper for abnormal speech is given as the following table: From the Table IV shows that the CCR of this proposed algorithm is lower than that of the SHR algorithm mentioned in this paper, because of when the speaker pronounced monophthongs, the speech signal of vocal cord vibration can show period well, but due to the glottis's opening or closing does not reach the designated position, and resulting produce hoarse noise in speech signal. Although this kind of hoarse noise can influence SHR algorithm to extract the harmonic components in the voice, but the overall impact is not big. However this kind of hoarse noise can make big influence on these algorithms which based on GMM model.
Good news obtained in this proposed is that compared with the GMM and GMM-SVM algorithm, the performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper, the improvement of the CCR is 3.6% and 2.4%, respectively. Further shows that only rely on GMM algorithm, it is difficult to fit the distribution curve of speech feature under complex conditions. So, from the Table II and  Table III show that this proposed method have a good performance for abnormal utterance and utterance detection, but a long way to go to solve those problems about the continuous abnormal speech detection. Now, although the performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper is not very good, but is a step in terms of continuous abnormal voice detection. Next step, the algorithm improvement and other more advanced study for abnormal speech detection and abnormal speech speaker recognition were our do best direction.
IV. CONCLUSION
In order to push the products based on speech recognition to the application market, dealing with the abnormal speech effectively becomes the key and urgent task in speech signal processing area. Nowadays, the abnormal speech signal research is still in its infancy period, how to effectively detect continuous abnormal voice will impel the voice products market is the most fundamental and most crucial step. In this paper, the method based on the model of abnormal detection for continuous speech is discussed, and from the experimental results shows, the proposed method for detecting abnormal continuous speech has a certainly effect in this paper, but there are still a distance from the abnormal speech detection target. Detection of continuous abnormal speech also needs to continue efforts to explore, to meet the development of speech signal well. Now he is work in Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technology and Guangdong key laboratory of petrochemical equipment fault diagnosis. His currents interest is abnormal speech detection, speaker recognition for abnormal utterance and large vibration machinery fault diagnosis, image processing, pattern recognition, machine learning. His main research interests lie in blind signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition, machine learning, and neuroinformatics.
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